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The complete trilogy by best-selling author of Amish Christian Romances, Sarah Price, and

Whoopie Pie Pam Jarrell. Follow the story of four Amish sisters who run Whoopie Pie Place, the

best known bakery outside of Berlin, Ohio. Each sister has a secret that influences their lives and,

unknowingly, impacts each other. Yet, little by little, the pressure of balancing their responsibilities of

their daily lives with their individual secrets becomes harder to manage.The Divine Secrets of the

Whoopie Pie Sisters is a different type of Amish Christian story. By blending Sarah Price's 25 years

experience of living among the Amish in Pennsylvania with Pamela Jarrell's extensive 15 years

experience interacting and befriending the Amish in Berlin, Ohio, Price and Jarrell team up to give

the readers a new type of story that focuses not so much on romance but on friendships and the

reality of day-to-day life living among the Amish. This book contains all three of the original

â€œbooksâ€• plus recipes and hymns from the Ausbund. Also, a sneak peek at Whoopie Pie Place,

the sequel to this series due out in 2014.
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> Amish & Mennonite

Sometimes your sister is more than just a sister. Sometimes you even work with her/them. This is

what the Miller sisters do. They work at the bakery that their mother started, Whoopie Pie Place.

This whole book only takes place over a few week period but you won't even notice that because

the story will have you flying through it. Meet Leah the oldest sister and now the matron of the

family. Susie and Lydia the middle two married sisters and younger sister Sadie. They all work

together making Whoopie Pie Place a focal point in their Holmes County Ohio community. What

happens to each sister will make you want more. I highly recommend this book by Sarah Price and

Pamela Harrell (Whoopie Pie Pam).

The Amish bakery was operated by a group of sisters. Some loved their long hours while some

didn't. The bakery sold a heavy amount of baked goods, especially breads and whoopie pies of all

flavors. This story is about the sisters, their husbands and two brothers Naturally the Bishop plays a

small part in it. I enjoyed reading this!

This story portrayed a more realistic understanding of the Amish family and relationships which are

not always harmonious as the outsider usually assumes. Of course, all,the trials that this family

endured in a short period of time seemed a bit contrived but the method used by the author in

reconciling the issues was particularly creative and believable. Consequences of ones actions and

choices in life were well defined.A good read

It was a slow start with so many characters that it was difficult to keep them straight until you figured

out their characteristics. Once I figured out all the characters, the book began to become interesting.

Some good problems and how they were solved. Kept you wanting to read on.

I normally don't read Amish stories, but for some reason this one grabbed my attention. I was so

glad it did. Great story! It just proves ,(even though this was fiction) that all families, especially larger

ones, have got problems and issues just like anyone else. Sickness, secrets, difficulties getting

along, etc,,,, all that doesn't change because you're Christians. It just means He's there to fall back

on. Lydia - I wanted to strangle. She deserved everything she got, but I felt really sorry for Abe.

Likewise Esther,,, unforgiving, bitter,,, I wanted to shake her and yell "grow up and get with it"! Leah



and Thomas, strong and steady, but she had some really heavy loads to bear. Sadie, sweet little

Sadie! There has to be another story just for Sadie! This is one of those stories that once you get

into it, you can't stop until you're done. But because of the ending - it feels unfinished. Come on

Sarah! Finish it up!

This is such a great read of the strength of the most intimate moments in family dynamics. If you

have a family you can relate to these characters all you need are parents, siblings, cousins, aunts

and uncles or maybe just a cat. You find yourself cheering on from the sidelines for the characters

accomplishments, hoping on the edge of your seat for the outcomes you want for each of them.

You'll find yourself wishing you can run down the street to the bakery because you want a whoopie

pie but more because you wish these aren't fictional characters and they can be your real life

friends. The personal thoughts the characters share are so real, the life situations are so normal and

they face real life. You feel the highs and the lows like you are there. What a great balance to the

Amish "reality TV shows that are productionalized for ratings. This is not my normal genre I prefer

fast paced action stories or the drama of courtroom but this is a GREAT change of pace that I

bought as a fluke. I highly recommend this no matter what you usually read

I love reading Omish stories and these didn't disappoint me. Very nice stories that were written well.

Really liked this but the title made it seem like you had the whole set. It left you wanting more.
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